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2. It is often necessary to estimate the population distribution of a random variate from a sample of observed values. Standard parametric families may not provide satisfactory fit to the data. A polynomial family is constructed by assuming that the distribution function G is a constrained polynomial of the cumulative distribution F of a convenient parametric family. Polynomial families offer great flexibility in data fitting, while retaining the important feature of parametric families, namely, that information in the data is condensed into a moderate number of values.
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ABSTRACT
It is often necessary to estimate the population distribution of a random variate from a sample of observed values. Standard parametric families may not provide satisfactory fit to the data. A polynomial family is constructed by assuming that the distribution function G is a constrained polynomial of the cumulative distribution F of a convenient parametric family. Polynomial families offer great flexibility in data fitting, while retaining the important feature of parametric families that information in the data is condensed into a moderate number of values.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery consists of multiple-choice tests. New kinds of computerized tests are being developed and evaluated. Distributions of scores on these new tests can be very different from those of scores on multiple-choice tests. The same is true of the computerized adaptive version of the ASVAB. Distributions observed in raw data contain sample error. Smoothing of these distributions is useful in reducing the errors in statistical analyses, and also in displaying the distributions.
The actual score distribution may not belong to any of the familiar families of distributions. In such a case, one can begin with a suitable family and then generalize it. In the generalized family, the cumulative distribution function G is a polynomial of F, the distribution function of the original family. This approach can generate distributions with a wide variety of shapes. This research contribution presents some theory of such general families of distributions.
INTRODUCTION
It is often necessary to estimate the distribution of a random variate X from a sample of observations. Standard parameteric families may not provide satisfactory fit to the data. For example, the distribution may be multimodal. We can use nonparametric density estimation, but then we lose the convenience of summarizing the information in the data in a moderate number of values. It would be useful to achieve a compromise between standard parametric families and nonparametric methods. This can be done by defining a family in which the number of parameters can be increased indefinitely until satisfactory fit to the data is obtained.
POLYNOMIAL FAMILIES
Let F(x, £) be any parametric cumulative distribution function. (The underscore in 6^ indicates that it is a vector.) Let G(x, e_, a) be a polynomial of F with the form
where function g^ is a polynomial of degree k + 1 and contains the factor F(1 -F). The coefficients a are such that G is monotone nondecreasing in (0,1). The factor F(1 -F) ensures that G -0 when F = 0, and G = 1 when F -1. Thus G, too, is a cumulative distribution function and hence can be used for fitting observed data. The functions can be of the simple form
but then the polynomial in equation 1 contains successive terms that are strongly correlated, which can lead to ill-conditioned matrices and numerical instabilities while estimating the coefficients. Better expressions for these functions are given in appendix A. The distribution F, which is a special case of G, will be referred to as the "base" distribution. The expressions are a compromise between simplicity and spreading out the zeroes of the polynomials. If ninth degree polynomials fail to yield a good fit, one should probably try a different base distribution or try transforming the data.
In principle, the base distribution can have any form with any number of parameters. In practice, its choice depends on ease of computing F and its derivatives and on its suitability for the data in hand. The normal distribution is a natural choice if x can take any real value. If x can take only positive values, the Weibull is more convenient than the gamma distribution. The beta distribution is a natural (although not convenient) choice if x has a known finite range. The variable X can be discrete as well as continuous. Then, depending on the nature of X, the distribution may be binomial, -1-hypergeometric, Poisson, and so on. Appendix B provides formulas for fitting distributions of scores on multiple-choice tests, using the negative hypergeometric as the base distribution.
In data fitting, the value of p may be set a priori or determined in a stepwise fashion. In the latter case, we begin by fitting F. Then, for each succesive value of p, we reestimate all parameters (including those of F) and decide whether addition of the last term provides a significant improvement in fit to the data.
Polynomial families are useful because they are extremely flexible. Given the freedom in choosing the base distribution as well as the degree of the polynomial, a wide variety of shapes can be obtained. In the illustration presented later in this report, a Weibull base and only two coefficients in the polynomial provide excellent fit to a bimodal distribution.
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION
Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) has optimal asymptotic properties. In use with polynomial families, MLE can create a problem in computation. In iterative fitting, coefficients a may be such that the polynomial for G is not monotone at each observed value of x. As a result, the density may be negative or zero; hence, its logarithm may not exist at some values of x. The algorithm to calculate log likelihood must check for this possibility, and the maximization routine must contain steps to deal with the problem if it arises. Appendix A gives equations for MLE by the Newton-Raphson procedure.
MINIMUM CHI-SQUARE ESTIMATION
Computations are substantially simpler if, instead of maximum likelihood, we use minimum chi-square with the objective function defined as follows. Let N be the sample size, m < N + 1 a positive integer, x (n> i=1» 2, ..., N the order statistics, and 0 = X < x < x.... < < x= 1 . 
Although there is no rule for choosing x's, it seems desirable to space them uniformly so that Q is equally sensitive to different parts of the distribution.
If the parameters j) and a are known, the quantity in curly brackets is a spacing of order n h , with expected value n h /(N + 1). When the parameters are unknown, we can estimate them by minimizing Q. Bofinger [1] has shown that, in the asymptotic limit, when N -* °= while m and the X's remain fixed, Q has a chi-square distribution. Therefore, parameter estimation by minimizing Q will be called the "minimum chi-square" method.
Unless we want to test goodness of fit between G and the data, the distribution of Q with a finite sample does not matter. We may even take m -N + 1 and use spacings of order one, if computational cost is not a concern. Finite-sample properties of the estimator have to be determined by Monte Carlo methods and are beyond the scope of this paper. The important practical point is that Q can be computed even if G is not monotone, and hence no special precautions are needed in the calculations. If G is decreasing in some interval of F in (0,1), that merely worsens fit to the data and increases the value of Q. Experience has shown, however, that minimizing Q may yield small negative slopes at end points. Therefore, it is necessary to determine whether derivatives of the polynomial in equation 1 are nonnegative at F = 0 and F = 1. If a derivative is negative, it is set equal to zero by changing the coefficients.
Another benefit of using Q is the following. Q is a quadratic function of the coefficients a. If parameters £ of F are held fixed, minimization over coefficients is achieved by solving simultaneous linear equations. This method is a major simplification of the calculations. In addition, constraining the derivatives at F = 0 and F = 1 is much easier in linear equations than in nonlinear fitting.
Apart from computational convenience, Q has another advantage over MLE. It is well known that MLE lacks robustness because a single extreme value can dominate the likelihood function and hence the estimates of parameters. In contrast, Q uses not the observed values themselves but their transforms to the probability metric. The transformed value of an observation, no matter how extreme, lies between 0 and 1 and hence cannot dominate the objective function.
ILLUSTRATION
In the Infantry phase of the Marine Corps Job Performance Project, 1,976 Marines were administered a video firing game as a test of eye-hand coordination. The score on this test (rescaled to obtain a mean near 100) was fitted with a Weibull base and a cubic polynomial (p = 2) by minimum chi-square. Despite the large sample, the minimized -3-chi-square with 45 degrees of freedom was only 38.7. The parameters of the Weibull were 1.58 and 101.24; the polynomial coefficients were 0.48 and -1.90. Figure 1 shows a histogram and the fitted distribution. Clearly, an excellent fit has been obtained with only four parameters.
APPLICATIONS OF POLYNOMIAL FAMILIES
The primary use of polynomial families, as illustrated above, is to obtain good fit to the sample distribution within the parametric framework. A stepwise fit would be used in most applications. If asymptotic properties of maximum likelihood estimates are to be invoked, the degree of the polynomial needs to be specified in advance.
Polynomial families are also useful for testing goodness of fit. Tests for normality are based on skewness and kurtosis. Corresponding tests can be constructed as follows. If we begin with a normal base and then add only the quadratic term g^, we obtain a skewed distribution. If the added term is statistically significant, the null hypothesis of normality is rejected in favor of a skewed distribution. Suppose we know or assume that the true distribution is symmetric. Then we can add only the symmetric cubic term g, (appendix A) and test whether kurtosis is same as that of the normal. We can test skewness and kurtosis simultaneously by adding g^ and §2 together.
These tests based on polynomial families have two major advantages over conventional procedures. First, if the null hypothesis is rejected, we can fit an alternative distribution that fits better than the normal one does. Second, the procedure is completely general: it can be used with any base distribution whatsoever (e.g., logistic or Cauchy instead of normal). If the likelihood ratio or chi-square test is used, the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic is the same for all base distributions. (The finite-sample properties of the test statistic will probably depend on the base distribution.) Thus, polynomial families provide a flexible and hence powerful approach to fitting and testing univariate distributions, discrete as well as continuous. where prime indicates a derivative with respect to F.
FUNCTIONS FOR SYMMETRIC DISTRIBUTIONS
Sometimes it is known (or assumed) that the underlying distribution is symmetric. Let the expression for G be
where g. is of degree 2k + 1 . To ensure that G is a symmetric K. distribution for all values of the coefficients, the base distribution must be symmetric and each function g in the polynomial must be an odd function of (F -1/2). Let M be the median of F.
for all k and hence
Thus, the density dG/dx is an even function of (x -M), i.e., distribution G is symmetric about its median M.
A convenient choice of polynomials is as follows.
--6h , Let e, denote a parameter of F. For example, if F is a normal distribution, 9 is the mean and 9 ? the standard deviation. Subscripts r and s will be used with 9, and subscripts j, k, and 1 for coefficients and g functions in the polynomial. Subscript i will indicate an observation. Arguments x^, Q_, and a will be 2 suppressed. 3F/36 and 3 F/36 36 will be abbreviated as 3 F ft- aximizing likelihood using these equations yields simultaneous estimates of 9 and the coefficients.
A-9
Derivatives for Normal Base
Parameters of the normal distribution are mean 6. and standard deviation 6 ? . The standard normal variate is z = (x -8^/82
The cdf depends on x only through z: The density of x is f(x, e) = <t>(z)/6 2 and hence the log density is
Therefore, its partial derivatives are Derivatives needed in these equations are For symmetric distributions, the constraint is a. < 1 .
Equations for imposing this constraint are similar to those above for the general case, with a, = +1 and -g^ replaced by +g. in equation A-35a, and a negative sign for C^ , +^ in equation A-36c.
Because of symmetry, derivatives at F = 0 and F -1 are equal and hence the derivative at F = 1 need not be checked separately.
Constraint at F = 1
The derivative of G with respect to F at F = 1 must be nonnegative, which requires a. + a« > 1. and similarly for their derivatives.
Constraints at F = 0 and F = 1
If a zero slope has to be imposed at both end points, we write P-2 G = F -g, + 2g p + z b, e, , ( [r(a + b')/r(a)r(b')] (B _ 1}
